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Amber Van Day - Kids In The Corner

                            tom:
                G

            Bm                               Gbm
We're a product of a system in a world that never listens
G                  Em
To the messed up truth
Bm                                Gbm
We're a burden and a blessing and we keep you second-guessing
G                    A
That's what we do, yeah
Bm
We're the kids in the corner
G                  Em
We don't look like you
Bm                  Gbm
We're the kids in the corner
G
We ain't taking shit from you, nah, nah
Em                          A
We know we go to dirty places
                   Bm
To find familiar faces
                 A
Lost in another life
                        Em
To forget that we ain't fine
(Never ever break alone)
A
(Never ever let you break alone)

G
We're the kids in the corner
Bm                     D
Wear our heroes on our clothes
G
Together, we feel a little warmer
Bm                             A
'Cause we're the only ones who knows
     G                A
That we all cry from time to time
Bm                A         G
In the dark, our eyes still shine
                                 A
'Cause we're the kids in the corner
                    Bm
All our heroes never die
Bm        A     E
Die, die, die, die
                     Bm
All our heroes never die
Bm        A     E
Die, die, die, die
Bm
Put your hands around our throat, call us "generation broke"
G                      A
But you won't silence us (Yeah, yeah)
Bm                                 Gbm
While you wonder how we're stable while we're dancing on the
tables

G                            A
All push and shove It's because
Em                          A
We know we go to dirty places
                   Bm
To find familiar faces
                  A
To know we ain't alone-lone
G
We're the kids in the corner
Bm                      D
Wear our heroes on our clothes
G
Together, we feel a little warmer
Bm                             A
'Cause we're the only ones who knows
     G                A
That we all cry from time to time
Bm                A         G
In the dark, our eyes still shine
                                 A
'Cause we're the kids in the corner
All our heroes never die
Bm       A      E
Die, die, die, die
All our heroes never die
Bm       A      E
Die, die, die, die
D                          A
We will be who we want to be
                       Bm
Make heroes of you and me
A                    G
We live for the revelry
Yeah, so let me hear you say
D                          A
We will be who we want to be
                       Bm
Make heroes of you and me
A                    G
We live for the revelry
G
We're the kids in the corner
Bm                      D
Wear our heroes on our clothes
G
Together, we feel a little warmer
Bm                             A
'Cause we're the only ones who knows
     G                A
That we all cry from time to time
Bm                A            G
In the dark, our eyes still shine
                                  A
'Cause we're the kids in the corner
All our heroes never die
Bm       A      E
Die, die, die, die
All our heroes never die
Bm       A      E
Die, die, die, die
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